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OUR LATEST POSTS








Nestle yourself into Birdcage Comics Cafe


Ashley Carranza -  March 12, 2024 


Look out, comic book nerds, here comes Birdcage Comics Cafe making waves as the coolest new spot in town. Birdcage Bottom Books is an online website that sells comics wholesale and individually. Founded back... 


Read more













The ultimate underdog story of becoming champions of California’s robotics scene


Sanjana Thatte -  March 12, 2024 


Building your dream from the ground up is no easy feat for college students across the board, but at Ursa Mechanica, they seemed to have built their name around being the best at it.
The... 


Read more













Get your groove on


Stela Noelle Abasta -  March 12, 2024 


As much as I hate to align with stereotypes, I am a Filipina that absolutely loves karaoke. Whether it be using the karaoke machine at someone’s house, going to a local karaoke spot or... 


Read more













Work on yourself before working on others


Ysabel Nakasone -  March 12, 2024 


"As a straight man, the only demographic I attract is gay men. And while swapping teams would be awfully convenient, I am still straight! How do I begin attracting women and not gay men?... 


Read more













How is the end of the quarter going to treat you?


Aedan Ferrara -  March 12, 2024 


Aries (March 21 - April 19): Chariot
The Chariot means one thing and one thing only: momentum. It is the end of the quarter, and all you have to do is keep pushing through. The... 


Read more













Surviving finals: Eight ways to de-stress before exams


Nola Perifel -  March 12, 2024 


With finals week coming up, it is important to remember how to study in a smart and productive way, but it is even more important to remember how to stay calm and fight stress. 
... 


Read more









 

 

 






ABOUT US
The Highlander is committed to the pursuit of truth, the free exchange of information and ideas and maintaining a fair and independent student voice. The Highlander exists to serve its readership, comprised of the community at and around University of California, Riverside and the Inland Empire as a whole. In our pursuit of the truth, we will provide accurate information relevant to the experiences and interests of our readers. The Highlander seeks to foster an environment where student journalists learn the necessary skills to become probing, fair and critical in their writing and thought. We strive to go beyond basic reporting through vigorous investigation, analysis of the facts and creative thinking.
FOLLOW US
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